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Abstract 
Let Tbe a non-equilateral triangle. We prove that he number of non-similar triangles ,tsuch 
that T can be dissected into triangles imilar to A is at most 6. On the other hand, for infinitely 
many triangles T there are six non-similar triangles A such that T can be dissected into 
congruent triangles imilar to A. For the equilateral triangle there are infinitely many such A. 
We also investigate the number of pieces in the dissections of the equilateral triangle into 
congruent triangles. 
1. Introduction 
A triangle will be called simple if, whenever we decompose it into finitely many 
similar triangles, the pieces are always similar to the original. For example, if the 
angles of a triangle are linearly independent over the rationals then it is simple (see [6, 
p. 17]). On the other hand, we shall say that a triangle is abundant if it can be dissected 
into congruent triangles which are not similar to the original. For example, every 
isosceles triangle - -  except he isosceles right triangle - -  is abundant. The isosceles 
right triangle is neither abundant nor simple (see Theorem 5.3 of this paper and 
Section 5 of [2]). We shall denote by s(T) the number of distinct non-similar triangles 
A such that Tcan be dissected into finitely many triangles imilar to A. The number of 
distinct non-similar triangles A such that T can be dissected into congruent triangles 
similar to d will be denoted by c(T). Obviously, c(T)<~s(T) for every triangle. The 
triangle Tis simple if s(T)= 1 and is abundant, if c(T)> 1. In this paper we shall prove 
that 
(i) s(T)~< 6 for every non-equilateral triangle (see Theorems 4.2 and 5.3); 
(ii) c(T)= 6 for infinitely many triangles (see Theorem 2.6) and 
(iii) c(T)= oo if T is equilateral. 
As for (iii), we prove that if the sides of a triangle 3 are rational and if one of its angles 
is n/3 or 2n/3, then the equilateral triangle can be dissected into congruent triangles 
similar to A (see Theorem 3.1). It is easy to see that there are infinitely many triangles 
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with this property (Lemma 3.2). On the other hand, if we decompose the equilateral 
triangle into triangles imilar to A then one of the angles of A must be rt/3 or 2~/3 
(Theorem 5.4). 
We shall also consider the following question: into how many congruent triangles 
can the equilateral triangle be dissected? This problem is related to the following more 
general question raised by Paul Erdrs I-6, Problem 6.7, p. 46]: find those integers n for 
which there are triangles T and A such that T can be dissected into n triangles 
congruent to A. If we impose the additional condition that T and A must be similar to 
each other than we obtain the so-called replicating tilings, briefly reptiles. Golomb 
proved in [1] that there are reptiles with n=k 2, 3k 2 or k 2 +m 2 pieces. It was recently 
shown by Snover et al. I-5] that no other values of n occur as the number of pieces in 
a triangle-reptile. If we remove the condition of similarity of T and A then new values 
of n appear. For example, it is easy to see that the equilateral triangle can be dissected 
into 6k 2 congruent riangles. All these numbers are of the form q-r 2, where q is 
square-free and if p is a prime divisor of q then p = 2, p = 3 or p = 4k + 1. 
We shall prove that there are infinitely many other possible values of n and, in fact, 
no similar number-theoretical restriction applies for the number of pieces in the 
dissections of the equilateral triangle (Theorem 3.4). We do not know whether or not 
the equilateral triangle can be dissected into n congruent triangles if n is large enough. 
2. Construction of abundant triangles 
We shall say that a polygon P is rational, if the length of each side of P is a rational 
number. It is easy to see that a triangle with angles a, fl, 7 is similar to a rational 
triangle if and only if sin ~t, sin fl, sin ~ are commensurable. Our constructions are 
based on the following simple observation. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a rational triangle. I f  a polygon P can be dissected into finitely 
many rational trian#les imilar to A then P can be dissected into congruent triangles 
similar to A. 
Proof. Let P be dissected into the rational triangles d t . . . . .  A, where each At is similar 
to d. Then there are positive rational numbers rt such that At is obtained from A by 
a similarity transformation with ratio rt. Let Pt and q be positive integers uch that 
rt =Pdq (i = 1 . . . . .  n). For every i, we can dissect At into p~ congruent triangles imilar 
Y.i= t Pt congruent triangles imilar to A. In this way we obtain a dissection of P into " 2 
to A. [] 
Lenuna 2.2 Suppose that ~t, fl, 7 are the angles of a rational triangle. Then each of the 
following polyoons can be dissected into finitely many rational triangles of angles ~t, fl, 7: 
(i) every rational parallelogram with angles ct and ~-~;  
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(ii) every rational trapezoid with angles fl, ~t + fl, 7, ~t + ~ and 
(iii) every rational trapezoid with angles fl, fl, • + 7, • + 7. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that R is a rational parallelogram with angles = and ~-~.  Let 
q = sin fl/sin ~, then q is rational. Dividing the sides of R into n and k equal parts, 
respectively, we can dissect R into nk congruent parallelograms with angles ct and 
- 0t. With suitably chosen n and k the ratio of the sides of these small parallelograms 
will be q. Then one of the diagonals will divide each of these parallelograms into two 
rational triangles of angles ~t, fl, ~. 
(ii) Let ABCD be a rational trapezoid with angles//and ~t + fl at the vertices A and 
B, respectively. First suppose that DC/BC > sin fl/sin ~t. Then there is a point E on the 
segment DC such that the triangle BCE has angles at, fl, 7 as shown in Fig. 1. Since BC 
is rational, it follows that the triangle BCE is rational. Let the point F be such that EF 
is equal and parallel to DA. Then EFB is a rational triangle with angles ct, fl, ? and 
AFDE is a rational parallelogram with angles/~, l t - f l  and hence, by (i), it can be 
dissected into finitely many rational triangles of angles ~t, fl, 7. 
Next suppose that DC/BC<~sinfl/sinot. Let n be a positive integer such that 
n" DC/BC > sin fl/sin ,t and n .AB/BC > sin fl/sin or. Let the segments AD and BC be 
divided into n equal parts by the points A=Po, P1 .... , P ,=D and 
B = Qo, Q1 . . . . .  Q.= C. Then the distances P~Qi (i =0 . . . . .  n) are rational, because they 
form an arithmetical progression, and PoQo, P.Q. are rational. Hence the trapezoids 
Pi- 1Qt- iQ~Pl (i = 1,..., n) are rational. They satisfy P~Qt/Qt- 1Qt > sin fl/sin • and 
thus, as we saw above, they can be dissected into finitely many rational triangles of 
angles ot, fl, 7- Putting these dissections together we obtain the statement of (ii). 
(iii) Let ABCD be a rational trapezoid with angle fl at the vertices A and B. Suppose 
first that AB/BC > sin at/sin 7. Then there is a point E on the segment AB such that the 
triangle BCE has angles ~t, fl, ? as shown in Fig. 2. Then BCE is a rational triangle and 
AECD is a rational trapezoid with angles fl and ,t+fl at the vertices A and E, 
respectively. Thus, by (ii), it can be dissected into rational triangles of angles ct, fl, 7. If 
AB/BC <~ sin 0t/sin 7 then we argue as in case (ii). [] 
Theorem 2.3. Let T be an isosceles triangle with angles ~t, ~t, ~-2, t  such that ~t < n/3 
and cos • is rational. Then T can be dissected into congruent riangles with angles 
ot, 2~t, n -  3~t. 
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Proof. Let fl=2~t and 7=~-3ct ,  then sinfl/sin~=2cosct~Q and sinT/sin0t= 
3 -4  sin2~ = 4 cos2 ~t-1 e Q. That is, sin ~t, sin fl, sin 7 are commensurable and hence 
there is a rational triangle ABC with angles ~,fl,~. Let the points D, E, F be 
constructed such that the triangles BCD, BDE, DEF have angles ct, fl, 7 as shown in 
Fig. 3. It is easy to see that all these triangles are rational. Let the point G be the 
intersection of the lines CA and FE. Then the triangle GFC has angles ~t, ~, ~-  2~t and 
GEBA is a rational trapezoid with angles ct, ~, fl+?, fl+7, By Lemma 2.2, this 
trapezoid, and hence also the triangle GFC, can be dissected into similar rational 
triangleswith angles ~t, ~, 7. Then Lemma 2.1 completes the proof. [] 
Theorem 2.4. Let 0 < ~ < ~/3 be such that sin ~/2 is rational, and put fl = (~-  3~t)/2 and 
7 = (~ + ~t)/2. Suppose that the angles of the triangle T is given by one of  the following 
triples. 
(~t,~,n-2ct), (fl, fl,3ot), (¢t,2~t,2~), (~t, ot+fl,~t+fl), (fl, 2ct,~t+fl). (1) 
Then T can be dissected into congruent triangles with angles ~t, fl, 7. 
Proof. Since sin ~/sin 7 = 2 sin(0t/2) eQ and sin fl/sin ~ = 1 -4  sin2(ct/2) eQ, sin ~t, sin fl, 
sin 7 are commensurable and hence there is a rational triangle ABC with angles ~, fl, 7. 
Let the points D, E, F be constructed such that the triangles ACD, ADE, CDF have 
angles ~, fl, 7 as shown in Fig. 4. It is easy to see that all these triangles are rational. Let 
the point G be on the line EDF such that the triangle GEB has angle • at the vertex 
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G and ~t + 2fl = n-20t at the vertex B. Then GFCB is a rational trapezoid with angles 
ct, fl + y, ~, ~t + ft. Therefore, by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1, the triangle GEB can be dissected 
into congruent triangles with angles 0t, fl, ~. This proves the theorem for the first triple 
of (1). Similar constructions apply for the other triples listed in (1); see Fig. 5. [] 
Theorem 2.5. Let 0 < ~ < ~/3 be such that ,j[3 sin ~ and cos ~ are both rational, and put 
fl = (n/3)- ~. Suppose that the anoles of the trianole T is oiven by one of the followin9 
triples: 
(0t,~t,n-2~t), (~,2~t,~-3~t), (~t, 2fl, 2~t+fl), (0t,~t+fl, ct+2fl), 
(2ct, 2fl, ~ + fl), (=+fl,=+fl,~t+fl). (2) 
Then T can be dissected into congruent trianoles with angles ~, fl, 2n/3. 
Proof. Let ?=2~/3. Since sin~t/sin~=2sin~t/x/~eQ and s inf l /s in~=cosa-  
(sin ~/x/~)~Q, sin ~, sin fl, sin~ are commensurable and hence there is a rational 
triangle ABC with angles ~t, fl, ~. Let the points D, E, F be constructed as shown in 
Fig. 6, where the distance CF is rational. It is easy to see that the trapezoids FDAC 
and BEFC are rational and thus, by Lemma 2.2, they can be dissected into finitely 
many rational triangles with angles ~t, fl, ~. According to Lemma 2.1, this implies that 
the triangle of angles (0t, ct + fl, at + 213) can be dissected into congruent triangles with 
angles ct, fl, y. Similar constructions apply for the other triples listed in (2); see 
Fig. 7. [] 
Theorem 2.6. There are infinitely many isosceles triangles with c(T) >>. 6. 
Proof. Let r be a rational number such that r > x/~ and ( r  2 - -  3 ) / ( r  2 + 3) < sin(n/18), and 
let 0 < • < n/3 be defined by sin(~t/6) =(r 2 - 3)/(r 2 + 3). Then sin(~t/6) and x/~ cos(~t/6) 
are both rational. Let T denote the triangle of angles ct, ct, n-2at; we prove that 
c(T)~>6. 




We shall prove that T can be dissected into congruent triangles with angles given by 
any of the following triples: 
(~,~,n-2~), ~,~-~,g, (~,2~,~-3~), 
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2 '7+7 ' -T ,=,T -5 ) ,  . (3) 
Since sin(e/6) is rational and 0 < ~/6 < n/6, it follows that ~ is not a rational multiple of 
(see [3, Corollary 3.12, p. 41]). Therefore, the triples listed in (3) are different, and 
thus c(T)/>6 will follow. 
The dissection of Tinto congruent triangles given by the first two triples is obvious. 
The third triple is treated by Theorem 2.3 (note that cos(e/3)= 2 cos2(e/6)-1 e Q and 
hence cos eeQ). 
Since sin(e/2) = 3 sin(e/6)- 4 sin3(e/6)eQ, it follows from Theorem 2.4 that Tcan be 
dissected into congruent riangles with angles given by the fourth triple of (3). Let 
~' = (rt-  2~)/3. Then 0 < e' < n/3 and sin(='/2) = [cos(~/3)- vrJ sin(e/3)]/2 e ~, since 
cos(e/3)eQ and x/Jsin(=/3)=2v/-Jsin(e/6)cos(=/6)~Q. Let 
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Then (fl',ff,3~t')=(~,~,n-2ct) and hence, by Theorem 2.4, T can be dissected into 
congruent triangles with angles (~',fl',7'), which is the fifth triple of (3). Finally, we 
apply Theorem 2.5. Since cos ct e Q and x/3 sin ~ = x/3 I-3 sin (~/3) - 4 sin3 (~/3)] e Q, 
T can be dissected into congruent riangles with angles given by the last triple 
of (3). [] 
3. Tilings of the equilateral triangle 
Our next aim is to show that the equilateral triangle is 'infinitely abundant'. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a rational triangle with angles 0t, fl,7 such that fl=~/3 or 
fl = 2r~/3. Then the equilateral triangle can be dissected into congruent triangles imilar 
to d. 
Proof. Let S be the trapezoid ABCD with angles re/3, n/3, 2~/3, 2n/3 at the vertices 
A, B, C, D and of sides AB = 2 and AD = DC = BC = 1. By (iii) of Lemma 2.2, S can be 
dissected into finitely many rational triangles imilar to A. It is easy to see that the 
equilateral triangles of side 3 can be dissected into three trapezoids congruent to S, 
and thus the theorem follows from Lemma 2.1. [] 
Lemma 3.2. Let x and y be non-zero rational numbers uch that x + 2y 50  v~y + 2x. 
Then a=lx(x + 2y)[, b=[y(y+ 2x)], and c= x2 + xy+ y 2 are the sides of a rational 
triangle with angle 7 = ~/3 or 7 = 2~/3. 
Proof. The identity (x 2 + xy + y2)2 = Ix  (x d- 2y)] 2 -F [y(y + 2x)] 2 _ xy(x + 2y) (y + 2x) 
gives c2= a2-t - b2-I -ab  and hence cos ~ = _½. Thus ~ = ~/3 or 7 = 2~/3. [] 
Putting x = - 1, y = 4 we get the triangle d with sides 7, 8 and 13 and ~ = 27t/3. If we 
follow the construction given in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain that the 
equilateral triangle of side 11 760 is dissected into 2 469 600 = 25. 32. 52. 73 triangles 
congruent to A. Since 7 appears with an odd exponent in this factorization, we have 
a dissection in which the number of triangles is not of the form k 2, 3k 2, 6k 2 -or k 2 + m 2. 
The next theorem generalizes this example. 
Theorem 3.3. Let x and y be non-zero integers such that x+2y~O~y+2x.  Then 
there is a positive integer k such that the equilateral triangle can be dissected into 
n = I xy (x + 2y) (y + 2x) k 21 congruent triangles. 
Proof. Let a, b, c as in Lemma 3.2; then they are the sides of a triangle ,4 with 7 = g/3 or 
7 =21t/3. Consequently, by Theorem 3.1, there exists an equilateral triangle T which 
can be dissected into triangles congruent to .4. Let k denote the side of T, and let m be 
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the number of triangles in the dissection. Then k and m are positive integers. Since the 
area of T is k2x/~/4 and the area of d is (ab sin 7)/2 = abx/~/4, we have k2= mab. Now 
let T' be the equilateral triangle of side abk. Then T' can be dissected into (ab) ~ 
triangles congruent o T, and into n = (ab)2m = abk z triangles congruent o A. [] 
Theorem 3.4. Let P be any finite set of primes. Then there is an n such that the 
equilateral triangle can be dissected into n congruent triangles, and every peP has an 
odd exponent in the prime factorization of n. 
ProoL Let q be the product of the odd elements of P, and put x = 4q, y = 1. By the 
previous theorem, there is a positive integer k such that the equilateral triangle can be 
dissected into n = 4q(4q + 2)(1 + 8q)k 2 congruent triangles. It is easy to check that each 
element of P has an odd exponent in the prime factorization of n. [] 
4. Triangles with non-commensurable angles 
In this section our aim is to show that if the angles of Tare not commensurable (that 
is, if they are not all rational multiples of ~), then s(T)~6.  
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the triangle T can be dissected into finitely many triangles 
with angles ~, fl, 7 (we do not suppose that they are congruent). I f  ~,fl, 7 are not all 
rational multiples of ~, then, with a suitable permutation of ct, fl, 7, one of the following 
statements i  true: 
(i) the angles of T are ~t, fl, 7, 
(ii) 7 = ~/2 and the angles of T are ~t, ~, 2fl, 
(iii) 0t = It/3 and T is equilateral, 
(iv) 7 = 2ct and the angles of T are ct, ct, ~-  20t, 
(v) fl = (~-  3~)/2, 7 = (~ + ~)/2 and the angles of T are given by one of the triples listed 
in (1), 
(vi) 7 = 2~/3 and the angles of T are given by one of the triples listed in (2). 
ProoL Let A, B, C denote the angles of T. Obviously, A, B, C are linear combinations 
of ~,fl,7 with non-negative integer coefficients. Thus ~=A+B+C=p~t+qf l+r  7, 
where p, q, re  N and p + q + r >/3. If p, q, r > 0 then necessarily p = q = r = 1 and (i) holds. 
Therefore, we may assume r = 0, pot + qfl = ~, p >! q, p + q >~ 3. 
Suppose first p + q = 3. If p = 3, q = 0 then A = B = C = ct and (iii) holds. If p = 2, q = 1 
then A = B = ct and C = ft. Since 2~t + fl = ~ = ~ + fl + 7, we have ~ = 7 and we obtain (i) 
again. 
If p = q = 2 then ct + fl = ~/2, 7 = x/2, and either A = ~t, B = fl, C = • + fl = ~/2 (case (i)), 
or A = B = ~, C = 2fl (case (ii)). 
Thus, we may assume p + q/> 4, p I> 3. Suppose that the tiling consists of the triangles 
At . . . .  , A N. Let V be a vertex of At. If V is different from the vertices of T then the 
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angles meeting at V add up to 7t or 2re and we obtain an equation x~ + yfl + zy = vrr, 
where x, y, z ~ N and v = 1 or 2. These equations, together with p~ + qfl = n must 
contain exactly N ~'s, N fl's and N ),'s. Consequently, there must be an equation 
x~+y/3+zy=vn among them in which x<z.  We may assume min(x ,y)=0,  since 
otherwise we consider the equation (x -1 )o t+(y -1) f l+(z -1 )?=(v -1)T t .  The equa- 
tions ot +/3 + ? = n, pot + q/3 = n, x0t + y/3 + zy = vn cannot be independent, because in 
that case ot,/3, ~ would be rational multiples of n contradicting our hypothesis. Since 
the first two equations are independent, the third must be a linear combinat ion of 
them. That  is, there is a k such that x = z - pk, y = z -  qk and v = z -  k. Thus k = z -  v is 
an integer. Also, min(x, y )=0 implies z =pk  or z =qk  and hence k >0.  
Since p/> q, we have x ~< y, x = 0, z = pk, and v = (p -  1)k. Now v = 1, 2 and p/> 3 imply 
v = 2, p = 3, k = 1, z = p = 3 and y = 3 - q. As p + q >1 4, the possible values for q are 1, 2, 3. 
If q = 1 then 3et +/3 = ~ and 2/3 + 3y = 21t. This gives ? = 2ot. Also, we have either A =ot, 
B =/3, C = 2~ = y (case (i)), or A = B = ot, C = ot +/3 (case (iv)). If q = 2 then 3ot + 2/3 = 7t 
and/3+3~=2~.  This g ives /3=0t -3c0 /2  and y=0t+ot)/2.  Then ot and/3 are linearly 
independent over the rationals because otherwise 0~,/3, ~ would be rational multiples of 
,r. Since A + B + C = 3ot + 2/3 and A, B, C are linear combinations of ot,/3, y with non- 
negative integer coefficients, it follows that either (A, B, C) = (ot,/3, y), which is case (i), or 
(A, B, C) is one of the triples of (1), and we obtain (v). Finally, if q = 3 then y = 0, 3y = 2n. 
This implies that ot and /3 are linearly independent over the rationals. Since 
A + B + C = 3ot + 213, it follows that either (A, B, C) = (0q/3, ?) (case (i)) or (A, B, C) is one 
of the triples of (2), and we obtain (vi). [] 
Theorem 4.2. I f  the angles of  the triangle T are not all rational multiples of  It then 
s(T)~<6. 
Proof. Suppose that T can be dissected into similar triangles with angles ot, fl, y. Then 
at,/3, y cannot be all rational multiples of ~ and hence one of (i), (ii), (iv)-(vi) of 
Theorem 4.1 must hold. 
Suppose first that T is isosceles. Then some of the subcases of (v) or (vi) are 
impossible. For  example, suppose that f l=(n-3ot) /2  and that the angles of T are 
(e, 2e, 2fl) = (ot, 2ot, n -  3ot). Then two of the numbers ot, 20t, n -  3ot are equal. In this case, 
however, a, fl, ), are rational multiples of n, contradicting our hypothesis. The subcase 
(fl,2~,ot+fl) of (v) and (~,2ot, n -3c0 ,  (ot,2fl,2ot+fl), (~,a+fl ,  ot+2fl), (2ot,2fl, a+f l ) in  
case (vi) lead to the same contradiction. The remaining possibilities are (i), (ii), (iv), the 
subcases 
(~,ot,~-2oO, (fl,/3,300, (e,e+/3, ot+/3) 
of (v) and the subcase (a, ot, ~-  2a) of (vi). 
It is clear that each of these cases determines the triple (ot,/3,?) and hence 
s(T) ~ 7. However, the subcases (ot, a + fl, ot + fl) of (v) and (~, ot, i t -  2ot) of (vi) cannot 
occur simultaneously. Indeed, in case (v) we have f l=(u-3ot) /2,  ot<Tt/3, 
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ot+fl=(r~-ct)/2>~/3 and thus, if the angles of T are (~,ct+fl, ct+fl) then T has two 
(equal) angles greater than n/3. On the other hand, in case (vi) we have 2: = 2rr/3, ~ < x/3 
and thus, if the angles of T are (~t, ~, x -  2~) then T has two (equal) angles maller than 
n/3. Therefore, we have s(T)~<6. 
Next suppose that T is not isosceles. Then the possible cases are (i), the subcases 
(~, 2~, 2fl), (fl, 2ct,~ +fl) 
of (v) and the subcases 
(ct,2=,Tt-3~), (at, 2fl, 2~+fl), (ct,=+fl, ct+2fl), (2ct, 2fl,~+fl) 
of (vi). Suppose first that one of the angles of T equals n/3. Then only (i) and the last 
two subcases of (vi) are possible, because in any other case ct, fl, 2: would be rational 
multiples of re. If the angles of T are (~, 0t + fl, ct + 2fl) then ~ must be the smallest 
angle of T and hence ct, f l=n/3-~t are determined. If the angles of T are 
(2~, 2fl, 0t + fl) = (2~, 2fl, r~/3) then ~, fl are also determined (apart from their order). 
Hence, in this case s(T)~ 3. 
Finally, suppose that none of the angles of T equals x/3. Then the last two subcases 
of (vi) are not possible. We shall prove that each of the remaining cases determines 
~,fl,2:; this will prove s(T)~<5. 
Consider case (v) and suppose that the angles of T are (a, 2~t, 2fl)=(a, 2ct, x-3~). If 
there is an a '#a  such that (~',2a',2fl') also gives the angles of T then necessarily 
r r -  3ct = 2a, 7r- 3a = 4~, 2a = 2(7t- 3ct) or a = 2(rr- 3a). In these cases a, fl, 2: are rational 
multiples of rc which is impossible. 
Next suppose that the angles A, B, C of T are given by (fl, 2~, a + fl) (still as a subcase 
of (v)). Then we have 2A+B-2C=O.  If there is an ~'#ct such that (if, 2~', ~t'+fl') 
equals, say, (B, C, A), then 2B + C-  2A = 0. But these two equations imply that A, B, C 
are commensurable, which is impossible. Similar argument shows that the other 
subcases also determine a, fl, 2:. [] 
5. Triangles with commensurable angles 
In this section we shall prove that if the angles of a non-equilateral triangle T are 
rational multiples of x then s(T)~4 and c(T)~ 2. Our first aim is to describe those 
triangles which tile T and have commensurable angles. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that the triangle T can be dissected into finitely many triangles 
with angles ~t, fl, 7 (we do not suppose that they are congruent). If ~,fl, y are rational 
multiples of ~, then, with a suitable permutation of or, fl, 2:, one of the following statements 
is true: 
(i) the angles of T are ct, fl, 2:, 
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(ii) y = n/2 and the angles of T are ~, ~, 2fl, 
(iii) (~, fl, 7) equals one of the triples 
(6 n ~) (3  n 7n) (n  ~ 197t'~ (n 7n 13n'~ 
'6 '  ' '12'-i2 ' -3'30' 301' \3'3-0' 30] '  
and T is equilateral, 
(iv) (~,fl,~,) =(re/6, n/6, 2rc/3) and the angles o fT  are re~6, re~3, rc/2, 
(v) (~,fl,~)=(n/lO, 3n/lO, 6rc/lO) and the angles of T are 3n/lO, 3n/lO, 4n/lO, 
(vi) (~,fl,7)=(n/lO, 2n/lO, 7n/lO) and the angles of T are n/lO, rt/lO, 8rc/lO, 
(vii) (~, fl, ~) equals one of the triples 
8 '4 '  ' 4' 3' 12]' 12'4' 3//' 
and T is the isosceles right triangle. 
Notation. In the sequel {x} will denote the fractional part of the real number x. 
Lemma 5.2. Let 0 < a < n be integers uch that whenever k is an integer prime to 2n then 
either {ka/n} <~ or {ka/n} >>.z a  Then n=dn~, where d=(a,n) and nl =3,4,6 or 10. 
Proof. First we show that if m is prime to nx then either {m/nt} <x or {m/nl} >2 
Indeed, let a=dai, and let r be an integer satisfying ral ~m (mod nt); then (r, nl)= 1. 
Let i be the product of those prime divisors of 2n which do not divide r. Then 
(r+ int, 2n)= I and, applying the condition of the lemma with k =r+ inx we obtain 
that either {(r+ inx)a/n} = {mini} <~] or {re~n1} >>.] as we stated. This easily implies 
that for nx ~<6 the possible values are nl =3,4, and 6. 
Suppose that nl > 6. Then, by 'Bertrand's postulate' (see [4, Theorem 8.7, p. 367]), 
there is a prime q such that nl/3<q<2nff3. If q does not divide nt then either 
{q/nl} <~½ or {q/nx} ~3,>z contradicting the choice of q. Hence qlnl, nl =2q and q>~5. 
Since (q-2,  nl)= 1, we have {(q-2)/nl} =(q-2)/2q<<.½, q<~6, q=5, and nx = 10. [] 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We may assume, without loss of generality that two of the 
vertices of T are the points (0, 0) and (1, 0). Let ~t=a~/n, fl=brt/n, V=cn/n, where 
a,b,c, n are positive integers and a+ b +c=n. Suppose that T is dissected into the 
triangles A 1 .... .  AN with angles ~, fl,),. We shall need the following results of [2]. If 
F denotes the field generated by cot ~, cot fl, cot V then the coordinates of the vertices 
of every A~ belong to F (see [2, Theorem 2]). Let ~=e ni/2n, then F c Q(~). Let k be an 
integer prime to 2n, and let ~b denote the isomorphism of Q(() satisfying ~b(()=( k.
Then the map ~(x,y)=(~p(x), alp(y))((x,y)eFxF) is a collineation, and maps the 
vertices of T and of each A~ into the vertices of the triangles T' and A'i (i = 1, ..., N) in 
such a way that A'~ ... . .  d~ constitute a tiling of T'. Moreover, either • preserves the 
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orientation of Tand of each Ai or • changes all these orientations. The triangles A~ are 
similar to each other, and if their angles are ~',ff,~' then cot~t'=e~b(cot~)= 
e(-- 1) (k- 1)/2 cot(akrc/n), cot fl' = 5~b(cot #) = 5(-- 1) (k- 1)/2 cot(bkTr/n), cot ~'= 5~b(cot ?) = 
5(-  1) tk- 1)/2 cot(ckn/n), where 5 = 1 if ¢) preserves the orientation of T and e = - 1 
otherwise. This gives c('= {ka/n} it, i f= {kb/n} 7r, ~'= {kc/n})lt, if 5( -  1) (k- 1)/2 = 1, and 
at I =(1 -(ka/n))n, fll =(1 -(kb/n))rq ~1 =(1 -(kc/n))lr, otherwise. (See I-2, Lemmas 6, 8, 
Section 2].) We shall call A'~, ..., A~v the conjugate tiling belonging to k. 
Let A, B, C denote the angles of T. Obviously, A, B, C are linear combinations of 
0t, fl, ), with non-negative integer coefficients. Thus rr = A + B + C = p~t + qfl + r~, where 
p,q,r~N and p+q+r>~3. If p,q,r>O then necessarily p=q=r=l  and (i) holds. 
Therefore, we may assume r = 0, p~t + qfl = it, p >t q, and p + q ~> 3. If p = 2, q = 1 then we 
have case (i), and if p = q = 2 then either case (i) or case (ii) holds (see the beginning of 
the proof of Theorem 4.1). Thus we may assume p~>3. 
Let (k, 2n)= 1 and consider the conjugate tiling belonging to k. In this tiling we 
have pot'+qfl'=rc and hence ct'~<n/3. This gives either {akin} -<l-.~a or {akln}>~]. By 
Lemma 5.2, this implies a/n = a l/n 1, where n l ~< 6 or n l = 10. Since a/n <~ xa, the possible 
values of a/n are ½, ¼, ~, 16, ~ ,  and ~.  
If a/n=½ then necessarily p=3 and q=0.  We shall return to this case later. 
If a/n = ¼ then p~t + qfl = n implies p ~< 4. If p = 4 then A, B, C are multiples of re/4 
(note that the equation pot+qfl=n was obtained from A+B+C=n,  where we 
substituted A, B, C by the corresponding linear combinations of 0t, fl, ), given by the 
tiling). Thus T is the isosceles right triangle, and we obtain case (vii) by Theorem 23 
and Corollary 10 of I-2]. If p=3,  q= 1 then pot+qfl=n gives fl=rc/4 and we have the 
same conclusion. If p=q = 3 then we have f l=n/12. Considering the conjugate tiling 
corresponding to k = 5 we have either 
3{~}+3{5}=1 or 3 (1 -{~})+3(1-{5})=1.  
Since neither of these equalities is true, the case p = q = 3 is impossible. We can exclude 
p = 3, q = 2 in the same way. 
If a/n = ~ then the conjugate tiling belonging to k = 3 gives either n >/p0t'~> 3. {3/5} n 
or n >~p~t' >/3" (1 - {3/5})n, leading to a contradiction. 
Next let a/n = ~.  Taking the conjugate tiling belonging to k = 3 we obtain either 
p. (~) ~< 1 or p. (~) ~< 1. Hence p = 3 and q = 1, 2, 3. I fq = 1 then fl = 7n/10, ~ = 2re/10 and 
for (A, B, C) we obtain either (n/10, 7re/10, 2n/10) (case (i)) or (n/10, n/10, 8r~/10) (case 
(vi)). The cases q = 2, 3 can be excluded using the conjugate tilings belonging to k = 9 
and 7, respectively. 
Next suppose a/n = ~.  Then p = 3 and again, q = 1, 2 or 3. The cases q = 2, 3 can be 
excluded with k = 11. If q = 1 then we have fl = n/10, and either (A, B, C) = (n/10, 3n/10, 
6n/10) which is case (i), or (A, B, C)=(3n/10, 3n/10, 4n/10) which is case (v). 
Finally, let a/n = 6 x. Then p ~< 6, and it is easy to check, using the conjugate tilings 
belonging to either k = 5 or k = 7 that each of the equations p~ + qfl = n with q > 0 leads 
to a contradiction or to one of cases (i)-(iv). Therefore, we only have to consider the 
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case when 
either a/n=l/3, p=3,  q=0 or a/n=l/6, p=6,  q=0.  (4) 
Unfortunately, these cases are more difficult to deal with. 
Suppose (4). First we show that in this case one of the numbers 18, 24, 30 is 
a common denominator  of a/n, b/n, c/n. 
As we saw in the proof  of Theorem 4.1, the tiling of T gives an equation 
x~ + yfl + z~ = v~, where x < z, min(x, y) = 0 and v = 1, 2. I f  (k, 2n) = 1 then the conjugate 
tiling gives z~' <<, xct' + yff + z~' = v'~ ~ 2re and hence ~' <<. 2rt/z. If z/> 6 then we have 
7'~<n/3 and hence either {kc/n}-< l 1-{kc/n}-< l -~3 or -~3- By Lemma 5.2, this implies 
c/n=cx/nt, where nx ~<6 or nl = 10. Thus one of the numbers 12 and 30 is a common 
denominator  of a/n and c/n, and, by b = n -  a -  c, also of b/n. The same is true if y/> 6. 
Now suppose y ~< 5 and z ~< 5. If x > 0 then y = 0 and we have, in the case of a/n = 16, 
(x/6) + (zc/n) = v, c/n = (6v-  x)/6z and b/n = (5 /6) -  (c/n) = (5z -  6v + x)/6z. That is, 6z is 
a common denominator  of a/n, b/n, c/n. Since 1 ~< z ~< 5, 6z divides one of 18, 24 and 30. 
If x = 0 then b/n = (5 /6) -  (c/n) gives ( z -  y) c/n = (6v-  5y)/6. As 6v = 6 or 12, 6v -  5y # 0, 
z -y#O and c/n=(6v-5y)/6(z-y).  Since 0<lz -y l~<4,  it follows that 18 or 24 is 
a common denominator  of a/n = 1/6, c/n and b/n. The same argument applies if a/n = t. 
Therefore, we may assume that n = 18, 24 or 30. In order to check the possible 
triples a/n, b/n, c/n we need an extra piece of information. It follows from (4) that each 
of A, B, C is a multiple of rt/6. Let (A, B, C) = (src/6, trc/6, urc/6), where s, t, u are positive 
integers. Let (k, 2n)= 1 be fixed, and let e= 1 if the corresponding conjugate tiling 
preserves the orientation of the triangles A i and let e=-  1 otherwise. Let 
r/= e. ( -  1) (k- 1)/2. We claim that if k = 1 (mod 6) then r/= 1. Indeed, if r/= - 1 then the 
angles of the triangle T' in the conjugate tiling are (1 -{ks/6})n =(1-  {s/6})rc = n -A ,  
(1 - {kt/6})lt = (1 - {t/6})n = rt-  B, (1 - {ku/6})rc = (1 - {u/6})n = re -  C. This is imposs- 
ible, since the sum of these angles is 3n - (A  +B+ C)=2rc>lt .  Therefore, if k= 1 
(mod6) then r/= 1 and the angles of the triangles A; are ~'={ka/n}rc, ff={kb/n}n, 
7'={kc/n}n. This implies that if (k, 2n)= 1 and k= 1 (mod 6), then 
(ka] (kb) 
where v' = 1 or 2. Similarly, if (k, 2n) = 1 and k -  5 (mod 6), then 
ka 1 kb +z(1  =v ' .  (6) 
Now,  using (5) and (6) with k = 5, 7, 11 or 13, one can check that if a/n = ] or ~ and 
n = 18, 24 or 30, then each triple a/n, b/n, c/n is impossible or leads to one of (i)-(vii), 
except the triples (A, ~ ,  ~)=(61, ~ ,  ¼) and (~,  ~,  ~)=(61, ¼, ~).  In [2, pp. 299-300] it 
was shown that the triangles belonging to these triples do not tide a rectangle. The 
same argument applies to our case showing that they do not tile T. [] 
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Theorem 5.3. Let the angles of the triangle T be rational multiples of 7r. I f  T is not 
equilateral then s(T)~<4 and c(T)~<2. More exactly, if T is not isosceles or it is the 
isosceles right triangle then c( T)= 1, and if T is isosceles but neither ight nor equilateral 
then c (T) = 2. 
Proof. Suppose that T is dissected into similar triangles of angles ~, fl, y. Then c¢, fl, 
are rational multiples of ft. Indeed, if this is not true then one of (i), (ii), (iv)-(vi) of 
Theorem 4.1 must hold. However, each of these cases implies that ~, 13, ~, are rational 
multiples of rr, which is impossible. Therefore, one of (i), (ii), (iv)-(vii) of Theorem 5.1 is 
true. This gives s(T)~<4. 
In order to prove c(T)< 2, it is enough to show that if we dissect T into congruent 
triangles then cases (iv)-(vii) of Theorem 5.1 are impossible. 
Suppose that case (iv) of Theorem 5.1 holds. We may assume that the sides of T are 
1, 2 and x/g. Suppose that T is tiled with n triangles of sides a, a, ,,/3a. Computing the 
areas we obtain a = 2v/2~. Since each side of T is packed with sides of the tiles, we 
obtain 
l =xa+ yx//-3a, v /3=za+ux/~a,  
where x, y, z, u are non-negative integers. Taking the squares of the right-hand sides 
we obtain xy = zu = 0. It is easy to see that only the cases x = u = 0 and y = z = 0 are 
possible. In both cases, there is a side of T which is packed with the side of length a of 
the tiles. Therefore, the angle 2n/3 always touches this side. Since the angles of T are 
smaller than 2n/3, two of these obtuse angles meet somewhere on this side, which is 
impossible. 
Next suppose that case (v) of Theorem 5.1 holds. Let sin(n/10)=a, sin(3n/10)= b,
sin(4n/lO)=sin(6n/lO)=c. Then a=(x /~- l ) /4 ,  b=(x/-5+l)/4 and c is an algebraic 
number of order 4 (see [2, Theorem 3.9, p. 37]). Also, c2=(1-cos(8n/10))/2= 
(1 +b)/2 = (v~ + 5)/8. 
We may assume that the sides of T are b, b, c. Suppose that Tis tiled with n triangles 
of side ad, bd, cd. Computing the areas we obtain 
1 bc sin 3 I 2 3 
-2 i-6 ~ = n. ~ acd sin ]-6 n' 
from which d=v/~-/na. Since the sides of T are packed with the sides of the 
tiles, we have b=xad+ybd+zcd, where x ,y ,z  are non-negative integers. Thus 
x/-ff~ = (xa + yb) + zc and 
n/4 = nab = (xa + yb) 2 + 2(xa + yb)zc + Z2C 2. 
Since cZeQ(x/'5) and cCQ(x/~), this implies (xa+yb)z=O. If xa+yb=O then 
n/4 = z2c 2 = Z 2 (%//-5 + 5)/8, which is impossible. Thus z = 0, x /~ = xa + yb, 
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2x / - f i=(x+y)x /~+(y-x ) ,  x=y,  x /~=xx/~,  and 
l id = x /~ = xx /~x~ = xx /~ (x /~ - 1)/2 = x (5 -  x/~)/2. 
Since the side c of T is also packed with the sides of the tiles, we have 
c = uad + vbd +wcd and thus 
cx(5 -- x/~)/2 = c/d = ua + vb + wc. 
However, this implies ceQ(v/5),  a contradiction. Similar arguments apply in the cases 
(vi) and (vii). [] 
We note another consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. 
Theorem 5.4. In every dissection of the equilateral triangle into similar triangles, one of  
the angles of  the pieces is ~/3 or 27t/3. [] 
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